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The periods 21-24 Jan (Low, 70% confidence) and start of 25-29 Jan 75% confidence have had the
WeatherAction forecast high pressure for much of Europe (Euro pressure maps in Eu 30d and Br+Ir 45d,
75d Services) as forecast giving very cold N’ly blasts in Russia as forecast but the High has NOT
extended west into Britain and Ireland sustantially. So while we expected the Deep Lows (eg now
attacking) and their fronts to be blocked in the Atlantic the fronts have got in / are getting in to Ireland and
Britain.
Implications
1. The burst of (fine) Spring-like weather we expected late Jan in Br+Ire is being limited to eg some brief fine
weather in much of England eg on 25th and other days ahead of fronts coming in from West.
2. Expect weather fronts to penetrate Ire and Britain but still be blocked N Sea / Scandinavia / France /
Germany in period 25-29th.
3. As is standard in WeatherAction forecasts the R4 (25Sat-26Sun) and R5 periods (27Mon-29Wed)
(both +/-1day) will cause substantial activation of fronts beyond expectations of standard
meteorology, deepening of Lows and strengthening of winds so TORRENTIAL RAIN – MORE
FLOODS and DAMAGING STORM FORCE 10/11 WINDS are likely on land in Ireland and
Scotland and some N/W parts England + Wales in the period 25-29th at times. Hurricane 12 is likely
at sea at times also in Atlantic / Norway Sea.
4. The period 30th to 1st Feb will also see more frontal penetration from West than forecast and be less mild (as
will 25-29th) than WA forecasts, but still not cold.
5. Colder NE Scot towards month end in forecast still stands but the cold will be a bit more extensive in NE
Britain but not very cold.
6. There will be talk of snow in forecasts on TV but what comes will be short-lived and almost exclusively on
high ground. In our view weather will turn out on the MILDER side of short/medium range offerings.
th
7. Note the nearness (Atlantic) of remarkably warm air (High thickness dotted lines) in MetO forecast for 30
http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/public/weather/surface-pressure/#?tab=surfacePressureColour&fcTime=1390608000

8. For February the pushing of High Pressure to East compared with WeatherAction Long-Range forecasts
will continue and the 30d update of 45d will reflect that.
It should be noted that battle-ground weather in the Low-side borders of blocks is difficult to get right but at least
WeatherAction correctly predicted the existence of on-going blocking rather than mobile westerlies through
Scandinavia / N Europe.
Interestingly USA forecasts in the same periods as above – and most notably Snowmageddon 25-29th have been /
are being well followed and very appreciated in USA and Canada.
The reasons for these extremes in Br+Ire and Europe (and USA and world) is Mini-Ice-Age / Wild-JetStream Circulation as predicted by WeatherAction.
The idea that this weather is anything to do with CO2 Man-made Climate change ‘theories’ is seriously deranged
fraudulent propaganda repeated for political purposes by logically-strained politicians and ‘campaigners’ and
companies on the Green subsidy gravy train.
The fact is the CO2 theory has admitted total inability to explain the Wild Jet stream changes which are the
arbiter of these weather extremes world wide. Only WeatherAction’s Solar-Lunar Action Technique predicted
and can explain these events. All the zany alarmist predictions of the CO2 theory since 2000 have failed. They just
claim whatever happens is down to their deranged pseudo-science and can predict nothing.
See: http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No03.pdf
Thank you.
Piers Corbyn

